Shabbat Shalom

This evening’s service opened with Kol Haneshama leading the six
Psalms and Lecha Dodi that the Kabbalists introduced to our
rituals. The opening verse of Lecha Dodi goes “Come my beloved,
with chorus of praise.” Well, months ago I got the call that brings
me here tonight, saying “Lecha Louie,” Come Louis” and I have
now heard a chorus of praise.

I am greatly honored to once again be called to this bema and to
look out on people who have been so much a part of my life in a
place where I handed hundreds of Torahs to kindergartners at
consecration, enjoyed the divrei torah of b’nei mitzvah, and shook
hands with hundreds of Confirmands. It is where I celebrated the
naming of my daughter Jamie, the b’not mitzvah of both Margo
and Jamie and heard Hazan Lubin chant El Male Rachamim one
time more than I would have hoped.

Our religious tradition consistently restates the message that
gratitude, giving thanks, is at the essence of our being. We also
know that while as individuals we can do great things, we don’t do
great things on our own. Abraham had an entourage. Moses had
Miriam and Aaron at his side. Joshua couldn’t have spied out the

land without Caleb covering his back. John F. Kennedy is credited
with saying, “Success has a thousand fathers, failure is an orphan."
You may be thanking me tonight, I am thankful for the thousands
of “fathers” – partners - I had in our successes.

I want to thank you for 21 great years, for giving me a chance to
continue my career journey, for the friendships, the guidance, the
advice, the support, the encouragement, the camaraderie, all the
things that make for a rich life. I want to thank you for the
unforgettable, incredible support through the diagnosis, treatment
and passing of my wife, Faina. That period was where this
congregation showed its true character and affirmed what I had
been telling colleagues for years, that this is a phenomenal
congregation.

You could say that time was when this community really stepped
up to the plate. Stepping up to the plate… Where does that term
come from? Ah yes, the great American pastime, baseball.

I imagine that at this moment the Nationals might be taking batting
practice, pitchers loosening up. The Orioles might be going into
the bottom of the 5th. You know directing a religious school is like
being the Commissioner of Baseball. Baseball is a balance of
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relationships: fans in the stands; managers and coaches; players on
the field; press and PR; supporting and opposing forces, a
convergence of physics, chemistry, psychology and spirituality;
history and the present.

In baseball, every player has a unique role, pitchers are not
interchangeable with catchers, sluggers, and singles hitters are
balanced against players more needed for ability to catch and
throw a ball. I want to thank the children of this congregation.
They are the superstar players in this scenario. They come into the
building ready to play and who give it their all in the field of play,
the classroom. I root-root-root for their enthusiastic participation in
services, class, retreats, field trips, and continuing beyond bar/bat
mitzvah stepping up to the bema as confirmands.

Fans follow the strategy of the game, they have their favorite
players, they scrutinize the team roster and do everything to nudge
their side on to victory. The parents are the fans. I want to thank
parents who support this great enterprise, who overcome so many
obstacles to ensure that their children get the best Jewish education
possible, that those words, m’dor l’dor, from generation to
generation are among the boldest phrases in the siddur.
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Of course every baseball team has an owner. For some owners,
creating and sustaining a dynasty isn’t everything, it’s the only
thing. That would describe this synagogue’s leadership. I want to
thank the Congregational presidents I have served, from Erwin
Groner to Dale Rosenthal, Boards of Trustees, School committee
chairs from Suzanne Bronheim, through Marci Kanstorum and
their committees that I have had the honor, privilege and pleasure
to work with.

Baseball teams have a whole support network that makes what
happens on the field possible; the General manager, Director of
Operations, Public Relations Directors. That would be my
professional colleagues and the support staff. In reality, I had
several thousand supervisors, but officially Rabbi Rudolph had that
responsibility, a role he took to with skill and vigor. I will long
appreciate his advice, guidance and patience. Rabbi Harris is
another great asset to this organization, and a chaver, in the
original sense, a dependable ally, colleague, and friend. Sheila
Bellack and her front office staff were a vital part of the team
making it possible for me to focus on educating children.

Ballparks have thousands of people passing through their gates and
an army of workers whose job it is to make sure the grass is cut,
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the lights go on, the refreshments are available I would not have
gotten very far without the people who make sure rooms were set
up, that everything was tidy and well maintained. Karl Smart made
sure that happened from my first day here to my last. Kitchen staff,
Dorothy Beverly through Kevin Trainor, well represent one of
Beth El’s greatest traits, making sure food was on the table.

The Baseball Commissioner has an executive staff, highly skilled
administrators, with great responsibilities. For my first few years
here, my administrative assistants pretty much came and went,
none lasting even a year. And then along came Helen Shell, who I
have to thank for all her great work and for the friendship she and
husband Ely offered.

Every team has a manager. The have to know the rules, the
nuances and the intricacies of the game. They have to evolve, be
creative, be in the present with an eye to the past and the future.
They have to know their players personalities, their quirks,
strengths and weaknesses and push them to the limits of their
talents. And so I want to thank my Davey Johnsons, and Buck
Showalters, my Tony Larussas and Yogi Berras, the hundreds of
teachers I had the good fortune to work with. I have no doubt that
this is the best synagogue school in the country. Their dedication is
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rare and extraordinary, a supportive culture within a culture. Suzin
Glickman and Sarah Roark were here with me just about every
step of the way, Cheryl Kreiser was my first hire and Edith Sievers
and Sheldon Novek round out the crew that were with me pretty
much throughout my tenure. Marilyn Fine came along later and
took on many leadership responsibilities. It has been a staff open to
change and innovation, sensitive to the needs of children and
dedicated to creating an environment for the intellectual and
emotional experiences that will lead to a lifetime of engagement
with Jewish community.

Camera crews love to point the lens at family, showing a player’s
or manager’s parents, wife and children. I want to aim the camera
at my family who supported my work, from my parents who raised
a shul going, Zionist, Jewish Studies major and supported my
decision to go into education and Faina, Margo and Jamie who
made it possible for me to take fourth, fifth and sixth graders on
Shabbaton weekends, spend many late nights in this building and
let many days, such as this, be “Take your Family to work day.”

Professional baseball has been a part of American culture for over
100 years. Although the players come and go, through it all 60’ 6”
still divides the pitcher from the batter, four balls is a walk, three
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strikes an out, three outs in an inning, and nine innings in a game.
And so it is with Judaism, an enduring tradition, reinterpreted for
each generation, but it is still Adonai Echad, and a mitzvah to love
your neighbor as you love yourself, to remember the Sabbath day,
and to give thanks.

And so, I want to give thanks for the opportunities I was given
here, the support, and encouragement to grow as a person and as an
educator. I thank you for responsibilities and trust you gave me and
hope I honored that trust.

Shabbat Shalom
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